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News that NovaGold and Teck Cominco were
suspending work on their Galore Creek development
project in northwestern British Columbia resulted in
share prices dropping for NovaGold and a couple of
other companies with projects in that area.

in response to a construction boom driven in large
measure by a booming resource sector. In that
situation, it has been hard to attract workers to the
remote project site at Galore Creek.
While the Galore Creek project is burdened with
rising costs, the long-term projections for metal prices
presently being used to evaluate the project seem
out-of-step with reality. The feasibility study used a
copper price of $1.25 and a gold price of $450 for the
life of the project. From the conference call, it
appears that the partners considered a somewhat
higher copper price, perhaps $1.50, but nothing
beyond that.

The decision to defer development of the mammoth
project came after expenditures of $C663 million by
the two companies to date. The reason for the deferral
is due to sharply higher estimates for capital and
operating costs. The partners estimated that the
capital cost could be as much as twice the $2 billion
figure used in the feasibility study, with operating
costs also projected to be higher than originally
estimated.

NovaGold and its major company partner have
indicated that they continue to see long-term value in
Galore Creek and will maintain the project on care
and maintenance and expect to resume development
at some time in the future.

Reasons for the rising costs include:
• Changes to the scope of the original design, in
particular related to water diversion and tailings;
• General inflationary pressures worldwide in the
mining industry;

After today’s announcement, NovaGold shares
immediately lost half of their value. Copper Fox
(CUU-TSXV), which has a similar but earlier stage
project in that region, was down almost as much.
Romios Gold (RG-TSXV), which has exploration
properties in the immediate area, was down 30% on
the day.

• The sharp rise in the Canadian dollar relative to
the U. S. dollar;

Particularly strong cost pressures in the construction
industry in Western Canada.
The economy is strong in Western Canada, leading to Clearly, it would have been nice to get out of all of
a very tight labor situation and high labor costs.
those stocks last week. At the present prices, they
Workers are being brought in from across the country
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represent good value. There is likely to be further
volatility through the year end. Further selling,
exacerbated by tax loss selling, will be countered by
investors who are taking advantage of the low share
prices in relation to the long-term value in those
companies.

Galore Creek will be seen in a new light.

Higher values for Galore Creek and other
development projects could be recognized fairly
soon, likely early next year. Investors and analysts
seem to have lost sight of the monumental decline in
the U. S. dollar over the past few months. Long term
metal prices, denominated in dollars, must be
adjusted to account for the decline in the value of the
dollar. As that recognition sinks in, projects like

Companies that hold metal deposits are holding
valuable assets that will appreciate in value. Years of
exploration have turned up few new deposits. Those
deposits that have been delineated will take on
increasing importance as it becomes apparent that the
mining industry has limited options in terms of
expanding metal production.

The short term outlook for other development stage
projects includes the possibility of similar surprises.
However, the situation at Galore Creek is exceptional
due to the boom underway in Western Canada.
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